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Happy New Year!

Math Workshop
As we kick off a brand new year and a brand new unit in Math we will be
concentrating on number names, counting, sequence, cardinality, and
writing numbers zero through twenty. Students will be counting to 100
by ones and tens and be able to begin counting from any given number
without starting from one. Exploring counting and the number of objects
in a group will instill the property of cardinality which means
understanding numbers as quantities.

As we begin to represent numbers in written form we will be working on
writing numbers. We will also be exploring teen numbers as
understanding they are composed of ten and "some more". Students will build upon their sense of one-
to-one correspondence where we will also explore that although numbers may be represented in
different ways, arrays, lines or circular patterns the quantity remains the same. Subitizing or "counting
with your eyes" will continue with regular and irregular patterns of numbers 0-20. Saying 1 more than
a given number 1-20, and answer "How Many" questions for numbers 0-20 will build upon those skills
learned in previous lessons.

Reader's Workshop
In Reader’s Workshop we will continue exploring and learning about non-�ction texts from December.
The students will be �nding the relationship between illustrations, pictures and charts and the
information in the non-�ction book. We will also be looking at the similarities and differences in 2
books written on the same topic. It is eye opening to see all the information that is out there on any
given topic! The students will be learning about animal habitats, defenses, life cycles etc. throughout
the non-�ction unit.

How you can help:
-read non-�ction books with your child
-ask your child what types of books they have been reading
-talk about life cycles and habitats of animals in our area
-�nd Lucky 13 words in the books you are reading
-have your child read to you
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Some of the tools we will be using this unit will include 100 Chart also called a Counting Grid, double
ten-frames, and Rekenrecks which will allow students to visualize and manipulate these counting aids.

Can we "count" on you to help your child master these important counting skills?

Practice oral counting to 100 by ones and tens
give a random starting number to your child and have him/her continue the sequence
practice writing numbers 0-20, remind your child all letters and numbers start at the top
practice counting groups of objects such as beans, pennies, or other small objects
write numbers on small pieces of paper and have your child put them in sequence

Counting Grid also
called Hundred
Chart

Double Ten-Frame
showing 13 as ten
and three more.

Rekenrek counting
tool.

Writer's Workshop
By the end of the month we will be transitioning our little authors from writing Narrative stories to
Informational texts. We will begin our Informational Writing unit by having the students draw and
write a list of animals that they know about. Next, over a series of several days, they will draw and
write facts about a speci�c animal from their list. Here is an example of what a kindergartner's
informative writing may sound like:

Bears live in the forest. Bears eat �sh and berries. They are strong. Bears have sharp claws and teeth.

More information about this style of writing will come in February.

Here is how you can help:

Read simple non-�ction texts with your child about animals that interest them.
Discuss facts that they know and have learned about that animal.
Focus on basic facts such as: the name of the habitat the animal lives in, what the animal eats,
special features of the animal (sharp claws, feathers to keep warm, long neck to reach food), and
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what the animal looks like.
encourage your child to write about animals of interest at home.

Science and Social Studies

During the month of January we will be working on Unit 2: Animal Habitats. Unit 2 also brings one of
the most popular center time activities, Beautiful Stuff, and we need your help! When you are looking in
your recycling you might �nd something perfect we could use for projects! We want to collect small
things to bring to school. Things we can use are:

Broken jewelry
Ribbons
Plastic things (tops, buttons)
Feathers
Beads
Tape
String
Corks and bottle caps
Shells
Seeds
Small pieces of wood
Baskets
Cardboard
Different papers
Small mirrors
Acorns, bark pieces
Sticks
Rocks
Recyclables (bottles, containers, frozen food trays, etc…)

Please send in items CLEAN. Thank you!
Continue to send in things you �nd interesting that children can use!
We will use this ‘beautiful stuff’ throughout the year. We appreciate your help.

Social Emotional and Self Care
Please label all belongings (including boots) that your child brings to school.

To encourage turn taking, social skills, and more; play games with your child. Board games are a great
way to practice communication, and social skills, as well as counting and turn-taking skills. Let your
child lose, this will help them when they do not win to understand that sometimes we win and
sometimes we do not.

Reminder; Please, send your child with sneakers on P.E. days. 

Handwriting Without Tears and Lively Letters
HWT



We will be starting to teach lower case letters, with that, we will be encouraging writing names in title
case (�rst letter upper case and the rest lowercase). Uppercase letters were introduced using the "wet,
dry, try" method. We continue to use this method to introduce and practice digits 0-9

Lowercase letters are categorized as small, tall and descending:

Small (a c e i m n o r s u v w x z)
These letters are formed between the two lines of our practice paper.
Tall (b d f h k l t)
Tall letters start above the mid-line and "bump" (stop) on the bottom line.
Descending (g j p q y)
Also called "sinkers", they start at the mid-line and �nish below the bottom line.

The letters are taught in �ve groups:

1. Same as (c o s v w) These are exactly the same as uppercase, just smaller; t is also in this group
because the formation is the same, but crossed lower.
2. Magic c (a d g) This group begins with the letter "c" and then follow additional steps to form the new
letter. For example, to form an "a":
"Magic c + up like a helicopter + bump + back down, bump"
3. Transition (u i e l k y j) The remaining vowels are in this grouping as well as letters that are familiar
from uppercase.
4. Diver (p r n m h b) all start with the same pattern - they dive down, swim up, swim over.
5. Final (f q x z) are taught last because "f" has a tricky start; "q" to avoid confusion with "g"; "x" and "z"
are familiar, but used infrequently.

As letters are taught, they are practiced individually as well as written in words and sentences. When
working with your child, continue to remind them to start their letters at the top!

Lively Letters

We continue to practice blending (putting together) and segmenting (separating) letter sounds in
words. These are very important skills and will help your child as they're learning to read and write.

The ability to distinguish short vowel sounds and match with the letter, remains a challenge. Please
take a few minutes each day to play some letter/sound match games. Use alphabet cards or magnetic
letters to make a CVC word (consonant/vowel/consonant). Switch the vowel sounds, read the new
words. Switch the beginning sound, read the new words. Switch the ending sound and read the new
words. As your child becomes more skilled, add the challenge of doing it without visuals, but by
listening to the sounds you say and they can say/write the letters that represent the sounds.


